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TWM, Inc. is excited to announce the recent acquisition of Meyer Transportation Consultants, Inc. to 
expand its presence and operations in Tennessee, which were first initiated in 2018. After working 
for government and private sector clients for over 40 years, Steve Meyer, PE, founded Meyer  
Transportation Consultants in Chattanooga to provide a range of transportation and traffic 
engineering services to clients throughout the Southeast and mid-Atlantic states. Steve is joining 
TWM as Chief Traffic Engineer/Transportation Innovation Strategies Leader and will augment 
TWM’s existing traffic services and capabilities to further grow and bring this specialized service to 
more valued clients in all our service areas including middle and eastern Tennessee. 
 
As a former municipal and county engineer, a traffic leader at several engineering consulting firms, 
and most recently as owner of his own business, Steve is licensed as a PE in 14 states plus 
Washington, DC. Steve’s project experience includes Intelligent Transportation System design for 
the City of Chattanooga, on-call traffic signal design for TDOT, an interchange signal system for I-75, 
a traffic impact study for a major automotive assembly plant in Chattanooga, and much more. 
Among his specialties are traffic simulation, signal timing plans, strategic planning, and superstreet 
analyses and simulations. 
 
Steve’s background, work ethic, and years of experience in providing high quality traffic engineering 
solutions are an ideal fit for TWM and the company mission of Exceptional Service. Nothing Less. 
“Joining TWM is an exciting opportunity for me to help further develop their transportation services 
throughout Chattanooga while building a larger footprint in the broader eastern and middle 
Tennessee regions,” said Steve. “I’m able to continue serving my existing clients by offering them 
additional services and will enjoy the opportunity to forge a new path as part of the TWM team.” 
 
TWM’s President Robert DeConcini, PE, noted, “We’re pleased to welcome Steve and Meyer 
Transportation Consultants to TWM’s staff and look forward to developing innovative traffic 
engineering strategies that will successfully serve the people and communities in Chattanooga, the 
Nashville metro, the state of Tennessee, and throughout the Southeast.” 
 
Link to original press release: 

https://www.twm-inc.com/twm-increases-tennessee-presence-in-chattanooga-acquires-meyer-

transportation-consultants/ 
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